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just thought i would drop you a line and tell you about the new summa cutter control! (new to me anyways) now i am able to use the hp/gl feature on
wincut 2.1. i never really understood the "give me a file" option before when i would send my cd file(s) to the new cutter. now i don't need to do that. i

have my hp/gl set up on the summa cutter control, and can cut the files to my hearts content! the hp/gl cutter is a huge improvement over the old
cutter. i am so glad that they came up with this and made it a part of the new cutter. it is so much easier to use. i can't really tell you how much easier it
is. i have used the old cutter for a long time now, and this is the best i have ever used. yes, it is a little buggy at times, but they are working on that as
we speak! i can't wait to see the improvement of the hp/gl cutter once it is completed. thank you so much to the developers of this wonderful piece of

software. i would give it a 10, but i don't want to sound to biased! :) summa cutter tools is a program that bundles all the utility programs for the summa
cutters. it includes the installation files for the program cutter tools. summa cutter control can also be used as a file server for sending manually or

automatic (as a spooler or as a barcode server) cut data to the cutter. summa wincut 2.1 is the first version of summa wincut. the official site of summa
wincut 2.1 is summa.com. summa wincut 2.1 download.1.1 is a powerful, easy to use and feature rich windows utility that enables you to play, record,

and capture your audios and videos in real-time. it can record any windows program. it is easy to use. please refer to www.summa.
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hi, i've just downloaded the new version of wincut, and whilst i can cut all the files i've got from cd it seems that whenever i want to cut my cd's i get a
generic warning. i'm using the latest version of summa cutter, because i couldn't get it to work with the old version. i've tried reinstalling it, and

changing the program preferences, but i can't get it to work. i hope someone can help me, as the new version of wincut is much better. thanks, simon. i
have been using wincut for sometime now and have used it for cutting cds, vcds etc. i.e. to make copies of my cd's, vcds etc. i recently upgraded to the

new version of wincut and now that there is no longer a suma cutter control, i. i can no longer use the programs to control the speed, rpm etc. i can't
seem to get the file sizes right, i can cut the files fine (they are cut in the correct sizes) but i can't get it to recognise the correct file sizes. i have tried

the recommendations on the cd that came with the program and i have tried adjusting the settings in the summa cutter control, but it wont work for me.
i will say that i have successfully used the windows 7 cutter before and will be taking it with me when i upgrade to windows 8. it's a shame that the cd

cutter is no longer a part of the program as i will probably need to use it in the future. i have used wincut for many years and have always been pleased
with the results, but i have noticed a couple of issues in the past couple of weeks. i hope this helps someone out there. thanks, trevor 5ec8ef588b
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